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Chapter 3131 
Once they have teamed up, they would no doubt eliminate other threats before turning 
against each other. Such a process was akin to raising vicious bugs that would attack 
the kings first to get even more resources. 

Jackie patted Rudy’s shoulder. “I’ll keep your advice in mind.” 

With that, Jackie brought Rudy along to place their bets, and they both took out two 
million without any hesitation, betting it all on Jackie. 

This attracted everyone’s attention, and it sparked another wave of unsavory 
conversations from busybodies. 

“I’m not surprised at what this guy is doing at all. It’d be more surprising if he bet on 
anyone else. He placed two million in one go, so it looks like he’s very confident!” 

“He took out two million so casually. It looks like he has a bit of a fortune.” 

“Have you forgotten that he’s an alchemist? Could alchemists be less wealthy than us? 
Alas, this guy has gone nuts, and he decided to go to his death instead of properly 
focusing on his alchemy.” 

“Who knows what’s on his mind? Does he really think he’s that good, or does he just 
want to die?” 

Jackie merely shut them out. 

While his former self would try to argue with them, the current Jackie knew that no 
matter what he said, it would just be a waste of time. The truth would prevail, and he did 
not need to say anything to defend himself. 

After placing his bet, Jackie returned to the waiting area and waited for the slaughter 
gambit to start. 

When they saw that Jackie had returned, the nine warriors seemed to be looking at 
some rare animal. Jackie was, in truth, rather curious as to why they were not 
participating in the bet. 

Was there an unwritten rule about it? 

Were they not confident in themselves? 



Jackie wisely chose not to say anything. He merely returned to his spot and shut his 
eyes to rest once again. 

David’s lips twitched when he saw Jackie closing his eyes. “You never fail to surprise 
me. I’m curious, how much did you bet on yourself? Surely you didn’t bet two million, did 
you?” 

Jackie sighed, not wanting to bother with David at all. 

He ignored David and continued to rest, but David seemed adamant this time. He 
insisted on making things clear. 

“Are you not answering because you’re feeling guilty?” sneered David. “There’s nothing 
to be guilty about. In the end, you’ll die anyway. You only have this little bit of peace left, 
so what‘s wrong with answering my question?” 

Jackie continued to ignore him, so David narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “I can‘t 
attack you if you don’t answer, but it doesn’t mean I can’t do anything to you. I can 
continue pestering you until you answer me!” 

Jackie opened his eyes exasperatedly as David sat down right in front of him with an 
expression of amusement. He sighed and lamented to himself how David was like an 
annoying fly. 

David was so disgusting that Jackie could not remain calm. He knew that David would 
do what he said. If Jackie said nothing, he would continue annoying him! 

For some peace and quiet, Jackie eventually answered, “I bet two million. Why are you 
so curious? Are you so sure I’ll lose?” 
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David cackled upon hearing Jackie‘s response, and the thought that Jackie was an idiot 
solidified in his mind. 

“Do I need to confirm that? Of course you’ll lose, it’s the unavoidable truth. It’ll be a 
horrible death, too. Chris won’t let you off. Even if he doesn’t kill anyone else, he’ll 
definitely kill you!” 

Chris laughed and chimed in with a sinister tone, his expression cold, “He’s right. After 
entering the isolated space, you’ll be a sheep in a wolf’s den. I’ll look for you 
immediately, and once I do, you’re done for…” 

“You’ll soon realize the severity of offending me. I’ll have you experience the cruelest 
punishment in the world. I’ll only let you die after I’ve tortured you enough.” 



Jackie’s lips twitched, really not wanting to bother with all of them. He had heard so 
much nonsense, and not a single one of them was saying anything worth listening to. 

He took a deep breath before he looked at Chris coldly. “These are all just empty words 
when nothing’s done, so you should stop talking so much. Save some strength to think 
about your life!” 

The moment he said that, the nine other participants were stunned. 

What was that guy saying? 

Did he even know himself? 

He basically told Chris to think for himself! 

Jackie was speaking as if he was the top chosen disciple from a ninthgrade clan and 
the rest of them were just weaklings! 

David laughed after he heard that, looking at Jackie speechlessly. Jackie was incredibly 
calm facing all of them. 

At that moment, the warriors who went to place their bets were already returning to the 
viewing area. There was not much time left until the start of the slaughter gambit. 

Jackie raised his voice at that moment. “I’ll say the same thing. Remember everything 
you’ve said right now. When we enter the isolated space, I’ll repeat everything to all of 
you.” 

“Madman! You’re crazy! I truly regret taking part in the slaughter gambit with you right 
now! Why was I trying to go against a madman?!” Trevor said loudly. 

He was filled with regret at that moment. He had barely managed to motivate himself 
earlier, but when he saw Jackie’s actions, all he had left, apart from desperation, was 
regret. 

Jackie was insane. 

Why was he so fixated on someone like that? 

Chris rolled his eyes in exasperation, not knowing what to say at that moment. Even 
David shut his mouth, feeling like it was pointless to argue. 

There was only one way to make this guy see the truth, and that was to kill him after 
entering the isolated space. 



They were about to enter the space anyway. It was a natural slaughterhouse. They 
could do what they wanted without any fear. If he had the chance, he would teach the 
guy a lesson himself! 

The masked caretaker slowly walked to the front of the viewing area again. At that 
moment, the 10 of them in the waiting area stood up as well. 

The caretaker announced, “The slaughter gambit will officially begin! All participants, 
please step on the transfer array. You’ll be sent to the isolated space. In that space, you 
can kill each other without regard for the rules…” 

“Only one person will return alive! The person who returns won’t just get the bronze 
medal, but the entry token for the inner city as well. They will also get a valuable 
treasure!” 

At that moment, the 10 participants were already on the transfer array. 

The array glowed in a radiant and colorful light. Vibrant spirit crystals were placed on 
the ports around the array, and each crystal was an incredibly rare and valuable crystal. 

All 10 were visibly serious. Even Chris, who was incredibly confident in himself, seemed 
anxious. After all, only one of them would exit the isolated space alive. 
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It would be an intense bloodbath. No one knew what would happen in the process, 
hence why none of them could keep their internal composure. Even Jackie was not as 
calm as he looked. 

At that moment, he thought of what Rudy said to him. If it was oneonone combat, he 
would not be afraid at all. However, he would need to face more than one opponent if 
he stumbled upon any ‘alliances’ during the gambit. 

Knowing that he would face difficulty in facing off against several prodigies at one go, 
Jackie knew he would have to make proper plans upon entering. He could not let 
himself get into any situations like that. 

Time slowly ticked away. All of the warriors in the viewing area looked at them 
expectantly. There were various emotions written on their faces, putting some pressure 
on the 10 participants. 

With the sound of the mechanisms activating, the radiant glow on the transfer array 
brightened and enveloped everyone. When they lost the feeling of solid ground beneath 
their feet, the transfer officially started. 

Space rapidly distorted as the 10 of them were sent somewhere far away. After 15 
minutes, Jackie suddenly felt a flash in his eyes. He seemed to be flung away. 



When he opened his eyes again, he was shocked to see that he was in the air with 
nothing beneath him, causing him to panic for a moment. He was freefalling! 

Thankfully, Jackie reacted quickly enough. As he was 9 meters away from the ground, 
he activated his true energy and moved himself, landing firmly on the ground. 

He noticed that he was in a desolate wasteland. His feet were on the driedup ground. 
There was an intense sun above him, and heat waves struck his body. 

As a warrior, this did not affect Jackie that much, but it was enough to disconcert him. 
He sighed as he looked around himself, observing his surroundings. In the desolate 
wasteland, he saw nothing but himself. He could not even see any patches of grass. 

At that moment, Jackie could not help but wonder if he was still in the Whirling World or 
if he had been sent outside of it. 

Those thoughts did not dwell in his mind for too long. After simply getting his bearings, 
he started to head toward the west, all while making mental preparations. 

Should he attack anyone he crossed paths with, or should he try to form temporary 
alliances, only fighting that person after they dealt with the stronger opponents? 

At that moment, the warriors in the viewing area all had their eyes widened as they 
stared at the massive scroll in the air. The names on the scroll had disappeared, turning 
into 10 images that were shown to everyone. Everything the participants did would be 
shown on the scroll. 

Rudy still did not have the chance to enter the viewing area, so he was forced to look in 
from the outside as he stood on his toes. 

Thankfully, Jackie’s image was in the lower right corner, and he could see it. When he 
saw that Jackie was in a desolate wasteland, Rudy could not help but frown in worry. 

The other participants were either sent deep into a forest or some mountainous areas. 
At the very least, they had some cover, while Jackie was sent to the most unfortunate 
position. He was sent to an endless wasteland without any cover in sight. 

Jackie was completely exposed in the wasteland, visible even from a long distance. 
This would make him an easy target. 

Rudy was praying to himself at that moment, hoping that no one would find him. ‘Let the 
others fight each other first…’ 

Once most of them had died off, Jackie could appear to pick up what was left. It would 
save time and effort! 
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It was a shoal filled with pebbles, but Blade slowly made his way across them all. With 
every step he took, he looked around to observe his surroundings. Even a slight breeze 
was enough to make him stop in his tracks. 

As an assassin, his perception was far sharper than regular warriors, though this did not 
once let him lower his guard. After all, only one person would walk out alive from this 
isolated space. He was confident in his skills but not blindly confident. 

If he faced someone as strong as Chris, he would not be able to defeat him in single 
combat. Thus, Blade planned on obtaining victory through strategy. Before entering the 
isolated space, he already had the start of a plan. 

If everything went on smoothly, he would be able to emerge victorious. He would get the 
bronze medal and obtain a valuable treasure while Chris, Edward, and everyone else 
would die under his sword. All of the bragging they did would become a medal on his 
body. 

Blade could not help but let out a smile at the thought. There was a reason he was so 
careful. Before he could carry out his plans, he needed to make sure he was safe. 

He desperately prayed that he would not meet Chris or Edward. If he met either of 
them, everything would be for naught. He might die on the spot! 

After all, facing someone as strong as them, he would not even get the chance to speak 
normally. 

He took a deep breath and continued walking forward. After he got out of that shoal, 
which lacked places to hide, the first thing he needed to do was find a good hiding spot 
to conceal himself. He could not let anyone else find him! 

Blade wanted to conceal himself first. Once everyone else killed each other, he would 
reveal himself. However, thinking about that, he would not be the only one with that 
thought in mind. 

If everyone thought the same way and concealed themselves, would the slaughter 
gambit not go on forever, turning into a game of cat-and-mouse? 

At that moment, a cold voice rang out, “I know what you’re thinking. “ 

Blade shuddered in fright. Even his breathing stopped. He looked toward the source of 
the noise and saw Chris walking toward him from a large tree. 

He seemed composed as if he was walking in his backyard. Compared to how Blade 
was trembling, Chris was the picture of calmness. 



A hopeless look flashed in Blade’s eyes. He cursed himself for being so unlucky. He did 
not even make it that far before meeting the strongest of the 10! 

Blade started to panic as his lips trembled. “What are you trying to do?” 

The moment he asked that, Balde cursed himself for being stupid. 

What else could Chris do in such a time and place? 

Since the two of them had met, it would probably be a fight to the death. Unless their 
skills were at an equal level, only one person would leave this shoal. 

Chris did not seem to have any intention of attacking immediately, however. He had a 
smile on his face, looking like a cat toying with a mouse. 

He ignored Blade’s question as he continued, “Weren‘t you thinking of hiding yourself 
and watching everyone kill each other? You’re thinking you’ ll stand a greater chance of 
winning if you jump out at the last moment, right?” 
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The moment that was said, Blade’s lips twitched as he looked to the side. 

Chris had accurately guessed what was on his mind, that was indeed what he had 
planned. Chris immediately knew that he was right when he saw how Blade reacted. 

He laughed coldly and said, “Do you think everyone else is an idiot? If you have that 
thought, don’t you think the others will think the same, too? Did you think I wouldn’t be 
able to think of it since you did?” 

“To stop something like that from happening, I left my aura on every one of you, 
allowing me to accurately determine everyone’s position. Even if you grow wings, you 
won’t be able to escape!” 

The moment that was said, Blade was stunned. 

Chris had left a tracker on him? Why did he not feel anything at all? 

He started to pant roughly, using his perception to check his body. When his senses 
swept his body, he was shocked to realize that it was not only Chris who had left a mark 
on him. 

There were other marks as well. It meant that his position was exposed to all of those 
people. 

After realizing that, Blade’s face paled. He only had one thought in mind at that moment, 
he thought too highly of himself. 



There were a total of four marks on his body. After looking at it, he could tell that they 
were from Chris, Edward, Daniel, and Luther Moon. 

Chris coldly laughed and said, “With your meager skills, you wouldn’t have realized that 
anyone left a mark on you at all. Other than the warriors with strong souls or those who 
are smarter, your positions are all obvious to me!” 

After Blade heard that, his face turned from white to red. 

He was furious at himself for being too cocky. He had thought that things would be 
easier than they were. He was so sure everything was according to plan! 

He never expected that others had thought of his plans as well and had made the 
necessary countermeasures. 

It was a joke that he never expected this, and he had allowed others to plant trackers on 
him without him realizing it at all! 

Chris was right. Warriors with strong souls would have been able to feel it the moment a 
tracker was placed on their bodies. His soul was not that strong, so he was not able to 
feel what was done at all. Even if his soul was not strong enough, if he had been smart 
enough to foresee what others were planning, he would have been able to pay more 
attention before others placed any marks on him. 

In truth, it was not difficult to find any marks like that. 

As long as he had used his senses to scan his body, he would have noticed and been 
able to get rid of them. It would only take a bit of time. 

Blade let out a wry smile. He would have slapped himself if he was not facing Chris at 
that moment. 

Chris let out a cold laugh. “Another one who thinks too much of themselves. Do you 
truly think that others wouldn’t have thought of your simple plan? You thought you could 
just hide in the dark and watch the others kill each other before you jump out and the 
right time to kill the rest, winning it all…” 

“I can’t help but say that it’s both hilarious and stupid. You’re not just lacking in skill but 
intelligence as well. You came into this slaughter gambit just to die,” Chris snorted 
lightly at Blade’s lack of intelligence. 

He was merely a little stronger than Jackie. When Chris thought of Jackie , a cold smile 
crept on his face. 

Thankfully, Jackie was not stronger than Blade. He could still feel the mark he had left 
on Jackie’s body, proving that he had not sensed it. 



Chapter 3136 
After dealing with this person, he would immediately head to where Jackie was and get 
rid of Jackie himself. 

With that in mind, Chris walked forward and said, “You can either do it yourself, or I’ll 
help you. I don‘t have much time, so hurry up and make your choice. Don’t waste my 
time.” 

Blade widened his eyes as a complicated look appeared on his face. He was filled with 
anger, hatred, and reluctance. When Chris said all of that, the disdain on his face was 
obvious. 

In Chris‘ eyes, he was just an ant that could be killed off at any moment. It felt horrible 
being in that position. 

Blade was an assassin, and he was far behind Chris in status. The assassin clan he 
was a part of was a force that hid in the darkness of White March Continent. They were 
not a clan that could operate in the light. Hence, when he registered himself, he merely 
registered himself as a wandering warrior. 

Facing Chris, who was from a high-grade clan, he felt like he was lacking in 
comparison. However, it did not mean that he would allow his honor to be insulted by 
Chris like that nor would he kill himself so easily. 

Blade‘s lips twitched as anger and hatred burned in his eyes. 

He clenched his teeth as he shouted at Chris, “I‘ll admit that my skills are no match for 
yours, but don’t think that you‘ll be able to deal with me so effortlessly if I’m putting my 
life on the line. Even if I die, I’ll make you pay the price!” 

After he said that, Blade bit the tip of his tongue, and his power erupted. He started to 
burn through his essence as his skin glowed blood red. He looked like air had been 
injected into him. Even his skin was slowly expanding, looking like it could explode at 
any moment. 

Burning his blood essence was equal to burning his own life. He would improve his 
skills temporarily. It was something that would only be done when he was determined to 
put his life on the line. It meant that he wanted to die together with Chris! 

Even if he won, he would lose a lot of his life because he had already burned his blood 
essence. Even if he survived, he would not live long! 

Chris frowned slowly, coldly snorting as he said in disdain, “Do you think you‘ll be able 
to face me just by burning your blood essence? You think too highly of yourself. You’re 
just an ant in front of me regardless. I can kill you at any moment!” 



“However, since you’ve done it, I’ll play around with you for a bit. I’ll let you know how 
big the difference is between us!” 

As he said that, Chris took out a silver blade from his storage ring. The blade had a faint 
glow to it. Under the sunlight, it reflected a chilling glow. 

Chris laughed before he said, “This sword is called the Frozen Star Sword. It’s 
something my grandfather personally crafted and gave me. In all these years, it’s gone 
through thick and thin with me, and I‘ve never lost! The Frozen Star Sword has slain 
countless masters. You should be grateful you‘re going to be killed by it!” 

Those words infuriated Blade once again. 

Chris actually said that he should be grateful. Blade was so furious his hands trembled. 
He wanted nothing more than to explode right now and drag Chris down with him! 

The situation was completely shown on the massive scroll. The warriors at the viewing 
area all had their eyes widened as they looked at it with excitement. 

It was the fifty-third slaughter gambit. They did not expect the first battle to involve the 
favorite, Chris! 
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All of the warriors in the viewing area started their discussions in excitement. 

“I thought that the first thing Chris would do after entering the isolated space would be to 
look for Jackie!” 

“He probably thinks that Jackie won’t be able to escape him. Killing off any opponents 
will bring him a step closer to victory anyway! I have to say, these warriors from high 
grade clans are all so careful. They actually left a mark on everyone so they can find 
their targets!” 

After that person said that, he drew looks from everyone. 

Someone laughed and said, “I guess it’s your first time watching slaughter gambits. It’s 
not the first time anyone’s left marks on their opponents…” 

“It’s just that they never outright said it. Anyone who’s not a complete idiot would be 
able to tell after seeing what they did!” 

“Oh, so that‘s what’s been happening! Any participants who are prepared would have 
already seen the earlier participants having marks left on them. They would definitely 
have immediately cleansed the marks on their bodies. Then wouldn’t it be a waste of 
effort?” 



“I guess you’re not understanding something here. It‘s not that simple to remove a mark. 
You’d need to use up a certain amount of time. While you’re cleansing the mark, the 
person who left the mark behind will feel it Before the mark is cleansed, they’ll hurry 
over and kill that person!” 

After those explanations, the spectators that had seen more than one slaughter gambit 
could not stop themselves from clicking their tongues. 

They wondered what would happen if they were the ones in the slaughter gambit. 

They thought about it for a long time, thinking of various possible scenarios. There was 
only one conclusion they landed at. They would all die, without a single doubt! 

Facing disciples from high-grade clans, they would not be able to fight back. Even if 
they had some plots in their minds, they would immediately be eliminated due to the 
marks left on their bodies! 

At that moment, someone said loudly, “I finally understand now. Those stronger warriors 
will get rid of the weaker ones first. They’ll leave the ones that are almost at their level 
behind to fight to the death at the last moment. It’ll spare them a lot of trouble! They’re 
all intelligent people!” 

“Of course they are. If they only had the skills and not the brains, they would not have 
climbed to such high positions!” 

Even though Rudy was outside of the area, he could still hear their discussions. Hearing 
what was said, his worry intensified. 

He wondered if Jackie noticed it! 

Initially, he had hoped that Jackie would hide back at the start and only reveal himself 
after they had killed one another off. Now that he thought about it, that plan was a joke. 

Jackie definitely had marks left on him, not just one at that. That was because Jackie 
was the weakest in everyone’s eyes! 

He was a fish that they could cut up at any moment. 

Thinking about that, Rudy’s lips twitched, “You have to hold on!” 

In truth, Rudy did not know how Jackie should hold on at all. He did not know if Jackie 
should try to remain hidden or hope that those who came to kill him did not form any 
teams. 

Various thoughts surfaced in Rudy’s head. Even if he thought about it for a long time, 
there was nothing he could do other than wait! 
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At that moment, an anxious voice could be heard, “Trevor’s skills should be above 
average among the ten of them. As long as he uses some strategies, he should be able 
to win!” 

Rudy turned to look and saw that Evan was looking at the scroll with hopeful eyes. His 
eyes were fixed on Trevor’s image. 

At that moment, Trevor was in a forest. He was surrounded by a cover to conceal 
himself, so there were naturally no problems. Yet, Chris had said before that he had left 
marks on a lot of them. 

No matter how much coverage he had, even if he hid deep in the mountains, he could 
still be easily found. 

When Evan saw that Trevor had been sent to a forest, he was quite thankful. Yet, after 
hearing Chris’ words, those thoughts disappeared. However, he could not stop himself 
from cheering for Trevor. 

As he cheered, he prayed in his heart that Trevor would be able to win the slaughter 
gambit 

He did not care what they would get after the victory, nor did he care how others would 
look at Trevor with admiration and envy. He merely hoped that Trevor would be able to 
walk out of this alive! 

Rudy lightly snorted in disdain, “Did you not hear them say that the stronger warriors will 
clear off the weaker warriors first? Your ideas won’t be able to last that much longer. 
Trevor will die very soon!” 

“What did you say?! You’d better shut up!” Rudy’s words managed to anger Evan. 

He looked like a cat that just had its tail stepped on. He turned around and glared at 
Rudy viciously. 

He looked like he wanted to rip Rudy apart while he shouted, “You brat. Don’t think that 
I won’t be able to do anything to you!” 

Rudy shrugged nonchalantly. 

Of course, they could not do anything to him at that moment. If they did, they would 
break the laws of the middle city and get struck by lightning. 

Evan was filled with anger at that moment. He was quickly losing his rationality at that 
moment. He was closer to Trevor than family. The two of them supported each other 
throughout their journey. 



He treated Trevor as his own brother. With the situation at that moment, anyone who 
mentioned that Trevor would die would invite his wrath. 

Evan took a deep breath before he walked over to Rudy, “After Jackie dies, you won‘t 
die immediately. Your life will belong to the Pentagram Clan. We’ll make sure you stay 
alive and have you begging for mercy every day until you pay back for your crimes!” 

Rudy raised an eyebrow, already numb to these threats. No matter what Evan said, it 
would not affect Rudy’s mental state at all. 

Evan let out a cold smile, “Do you think that you can just stay in the middle city, and I 
won’t be able to do anything to you? You’re being too naive…” 

“You can only stay here for two months. After two months, you’ll be kicked out even if 
you refuse to leave. That’ll be the end of you!” 

Rudy raised an eyebrow. He did not think that he would stay in the middle city for that 
long. Yet, Evan seemed to think that he would try to hide here where the laws would 
protect him just to stay alive. 
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However, Rudy had Jackie’s protection, so he did not care about their threats at all. 

He felt like even an additional five days in the middle city might be too long. After all, 
they still needed to head to other cities. However, Rudy was a bit curious about what 
Evan said. 

To Rudy, the various laws of the Whirling World were like an ancient manual that had 
never been read before. In truth, the Whirling World was full of mysteries to most of the 
warriors of Hestia Continent. Before this, they knew nothing. If it were not for the sudden 
opening of the Whirling World, they would not have known about the Whirling World at 
all. 

The Whirling World was not a secret to the warriors from the other two continents. They 
knew a lot more about the Whirling World than the warriors of Hestia Continent. 

Before participating in the death match, Jackie had talked to him about it before. If they 
wanted to know more about the Whirling World, they would have to learn about it from 
the warriors from the other continents. It would be easier than learning from the warriors 
from Hestia Continent. Even if the warriors from Hestia Continent knew the secrets of 
the Whirling World, they would not reveal it to Jackie and Rudy easily. 

Rudy felt like it was a good chance to look into the secrets of the Whirling World. 



Rudy let out a smile and said, “Are you so certain that I can only stay in the middle city 
for two months? There’s no such rule that says warriors will be chased out after staying 
here for two months!” 

When Evan heard that, he had a mocking look on his face, “You really are an ignorant 
fool. The middle city is a sixth-level city. It will only be open for one year…” 

“After the year is over, the middle city will be shut. No one can stay here. Even while it’s 
still open, it will clear out anyone without enough points every two months. With your 
meager skills, there’s no way you can gain any points. You’ll definitely be kicked out!” 

After saying that, Evan stared into Rudy’s eyes, trying to find a hint of terror. To his 
disappointment, Rudy only showed confusion and shock. He was not scared at all. 

Evan could not help but frown, feeling like Rudy was just like Jackie. There was 
something wrong with their heads. They were different from ordinary people! 

At that moment, Rudy was in no mood to care about what Evan was thinking. 

Earlier, Evan’s words had some information to them. He wanted to figure out what he 
could from all of that. 

He would then be able to report it to Jackie after he got out. 

After following and being under Jackie’s protection for so long, he had done nothing for 
Jackie. He was reluctant to let that continue. He did not want to be useless. Even if it’s 
just providing Jackie with some information, it was still better than nothing. 

At that moment, there was an exclamation from the crowd. 

Rudy’s attention was caught. He hurriedly looked up at the massive scroll in the air. He 
noticed that Jackie’s image was no longer just Jackie alone. 

A young man in gray robes was standing in front of him. The two of them had a tense 
atmosphere between them! 

Rudy could remember his name and where he was from. That person was Luther from 
the Dual Sovereign Pavilion of Chaos Continent. He was the last participant who joined 
the fifty-third slaughter gambit. 
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The crowd was abnormally hyped, “Oh my gosh! I thought that the first person to find 
Jackie would be Chris, who hates Jackie to the core. I can’t believe it’s Luther. Luther 
was clearly far away from Jackie, so how did he find Jackie so quickly? Did he leave a 
mark on Jackie?” 



“Do you really need to question that? Of course, he did. I can‘t believe his target is 
Jackie! The two of them did not have any feud when they were in the waiting area.” 

“Even if nothing happened between them, Jackie’s still an opponent. Don’t forget, nine 
people will die in this slaughter gambit. One dead person means one less opponent. 
They left their marks in order to clear out all the weaker warriors before they fought the 
ones at their level!” 

In the isolated space, Luther looked at Jackie with a smile. He did not look like he was 
looking at an enemy, but an old friend. 

Jackie raised an eyebrow. He was a little surprised that Luther was there. 

Luther laughed and said, “Are you wondering how l found you so quickly? It’s nothing 
strange. I just left a mark on your body. You were the closest to where I was, so I came 
to deal with you first!” 

Jackie smiled, not saying anything. 

Luther expected that Jackie would react that way. 

“You’re just like I thought, a pure madman. I won’t bother trying to argue with you, but 
let me tell you something. To stop the others from coming, you should clear the other 
marks on you for now.” 

Jackie had already noticed those marks since his soul was incredibly strong. Yet, he did 
not bother clearing them immediately. 

He wanted the others to find him quickly. He did not want to just stay idle. Those marks 
gave the others a chance to find him, which was a chance for him to find them as well. 

However, since someone was already there, he would naturally need to clear those 
marks in case a whole group appeared. It would be harder for him to go against multiple 
opponents. 

Jackie nodded at Luther. His hands constantly moved as he formed seal after seal, 
clearing the marks in front of him. 

Luther raised an eyebrow, surprised that Jackie listened to him. 

With how Jackie was, Luther would not have been surprised if Jackie had done anything 
other than listening. After all, Jackie was a complete madman. 

Yet, Jackie had actually listened to him so obediently, clearing the marks in front of him. 
Luther frowned as various thoughts surfaced in his mind. 



However, he quickly discarded those thoughts. It was pointless to try to understand a 
madman like that. He should just take everything in his stride! 

While Jackie was clearing the marks left by the others, Chris was already fighting. 

As an assassin, Blade’s speed and movement were top-notch. 

At that moment, he had ignited his blood essence, using up his life force. His skills had 
improved by several times. His teeth were clenched as he glared right at Chris. He had 
discarded his life. He only had one thought in mind. Even if he died, he would drag 
Chris down with him. Even if he couldn’t he would heavily injure Chris and make Chris 
pay the price! 

He pulled out his weapon. With a chakram in hand, he shot forward at an amazing 
speed. He turned into an afterimage as he rushed at Chris. 

 


